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Our expert editors independently review, test and recommend products to help you make an informed decision. We can earn commissions on purchases made from our product links. There are few things more frustrating than a stain on your carpet that won't come out. Of course, no one else can focus on that, but you
know it is there. Fortunately, the technology is advancing rapidly and there is now a variety of powerful removers on the market that can lift almost any stain without damaging your fabric carpet. But, among the thousands of options on the market, how do you know who's a failure and who's worth the investment? We take
some of the guesswork from this process for you. We found a list of the six best carpet removers on the market, all of which work, and we let you know which cleanser is best for what type of stain. We have also put in place a comprehensive guide to buying removing carpet stain. With this guide, you can identify the type
of stain you have, and therefore, the type of cleanser to help you remove this stain quickly and efficiently. Keeping your carpets looking clean and fresh is not difficult; it's just a matter of knowing what you're dealing with and having the right tools at your fingertips. Research and reviews Based on consumer reviews, price
points and cleaning capabilities, we pushed and pushed our way through liquid lifeguards, shards of stain-fighting foams, and dustings of fresh powder. We are now confident that we can share the top six carpet removers. Our #1 Pick: Folex Carpet Spot Remover Best For: A Variety of Spots Active Ingredient/Method:
Water-Based Surfactant/Liquid SprayEr The Good: No Cleaning Needed Cleans a variety of Types of Minimal Spots to No Smell Produced Full Satisfaction Guaranteed Good value per ounce Bad: Does not mask/remove odors Can damage some fabrics and carpet fibers Some older or defined stains may not come out
Folex Spot Decker capable of removing a wide spectrum of stains. This heavy cleanser is not toxic and does not contain VOCs, CFCs or oil. It is a user-friendly and safe solution and the lack of powerful ingredients does not compromise its cleaning capabilities. Available in small and large quantities, you can buy Folex
Carpet Spot Remover in a variety of shapes and sizes. These include convenient and easy-to-store and bulk spray bottles, budget-friendly gallons. Capable of erasing anything from vomit to rust, Folex is a versatile detacher. once you apply the solution, it quickly removes stains. In most cases, you don't need to do the
cleaning. This saint remove stains gets to work right away, and you just need to do some simple bloating to extract the stain particles. What critics say Folex Carpet Spot Remover users rave about the duration of the spots they have with this odorless solution. They removed serious stains from rust, pen ink, and vomit
with the cleaning power of the Folex carpet stain remover. A couple of examiners link the stain removal results to that of a pencil eraser. The stains are there, and then they're just gone. With all the cleaning potential that this solution packs, there are still a few spots that it hasn't overcome, which people generally say are
older, mystery spots. Another less-than-desirable result of the power of this cleaner may be the discoloration of certain fabrics or carpet fibers, depending on a couple of comments. As with all cleaners, and especially this one, be sure to do a color test in a discreet area of the room or upholstery before diving into a stain
removal session. Features and considerations You can use Folex Carpet Spot Remover in carpet cleaning machines, but you need to dilute it. This adds to the diversity of this detacher and allows for deep cleaning sessions when needed. Once you have completed the stain removal process, there will be no more sticky
residue. This prevents the cleaner from attracting dirt and debris. It leaves a fresh, clean feeling behind it. Less is more as the saturation goes with Folex Carpet Spot Remover. A little bit of this solution goes a long way. Back to Top The Next Best: Rocco - Roxie Supply Professional Strength Stain And Odor Eliminator
Best For: Eliminating both lodage and odores ingredient Active/method: Enzymatic/Liquid sprayer The Good: Enzyme activated Eliminates ltains and odores Safe for children Satisfaction guarantee The Bad: Doesn't always work as effectively when dilued per instructions Wide range of reviews; Users like it or hate it This
cleaner not only works on the surface of the stain you can see, but instead looks to dig right down and completely eliminate the underlying cause of the stain. To this end, it uses natural enzyme bacteria that are activated when they come into contact with stains and odors. It actually feeds on ammonia and other organic
matter, consuming associated stains until the unsightly appearance and odor are eliminated. For this reason, this cleanser is recommended to eliminate the hardest and most fragrant odors, such as those left by pet urine and similar disorders. But while the cleanser is strong on stains, it does not contain chlorine or other
chemicals that can be harmful to children or pets. The cleaner also does not leave any residue, so there is nothing dangerous behind when the stain is gone. This is why the product has the seal of approval of the Carpet and Carpet Institute (CRI). This product, used as indicated, is also guaranteed not to compromise the
color of your carpet when applied. Finally, this cleanser comes with a 100 percent satisfaction guarantee, so if it doesn't live up to your expectations, you can ask for a full refund. Complete. The product is not just for carpets and upholstery; It can also be used on concrete, tile, hardwood floors, and other surfaces. What
reviewers say customers seem to be really happy with the product, with 71 percent of customers awarding the five-star cleaner and 82 percent scoring four or more stars. Disgruntled customers have consistently seen the powerful smell of the cleaner as a problem and have said that hard stains sometimes need to be
treated several times. Features - Rocco Considerations - Roxie is an enzymatic cleanser, which means it works on eliminating what caused the stain, smell, and everything, rather than just removing any discoloration. It is appropriate to use on a variety of surfaces, hard surfaces as well as carpets, and it is recommended
for the hardest spots, such as dog and cat urine. The cleaner is safe because it does not leave behind any invisible residue, You can feel safe and confident to buy this product, because if you are not happy with it, you can go ahead and ask for a full refund. Back to Top Our Next Favorite: Chemical Guys SPI_191_16
Lightning Fast Carpet And Topholstery Stain Remover Best For: The toughest lakerine/method: Chemical liquid spray The Good: Top strengths Removes even the toughest laker lod surfaces Won't fade surfaces Versatile and dilutable up to 20:1 The Bad: Chemical cleaner with a strong smell The bottle in which the
cleaner is shipped is of poor quality This spray cleaner from the Chemical Guys was actually developed for cars to remove hard stains like oil and grease, but also captured much of the market as a household carpet and padding cleaner. But this cleanser is not just for carpet and upholstery; It can be used on almost any
surface, including rubber, vinyl, leather, and much more. The formula is very concentrated for the best possible removal of stains. You can dilute the cleanser until 20:1 and always expect to see impressive results. Tests show that the cleanser is effective on coffee, mud, dirt, juice, wine, grease, oil and pet stains. The
product can simply be sprayed and wiped for spot cleaning or it can be brushed and vacuumed if you are dealing with a harder stain or a larger area. The patented chemical cleanser promises not to destroy colors. What critics say customers are generally happy with this product, with 90 percent of users marking the 4-
star cleaner or more. Unimpressed customers mainly complained about the of the spray bottle in which the product came, which meant a possible leakage concern. They also noted that the product caused a lot of foam, so removing the cleaner was a challenge. But customers liked this feature because it meant they
knew when they had completely removed the cleaner. But the majority of customers commented that this cleaner attacked the stains they thought would never come out. Characteristics and considerations The index is Name: Chemical Brothers. This is a hard cleanser that uses chemicals to get out even the hardest
stains. Although it is very effective, it will not please everyone when there are so many natural cleansers on the market, which allow you to remove stains without the use of harsh chemicals. But if you have a particularly hard stain, like oil or grease, and nothing seems to work, this cleanser may well be that of doing the
job. This is a versatile cleanser that can be used on just about any surface, making it a great product to have stored at the back of the cabinet for emergencies. Back to the Top 4. Capture Carpet Dry Cleaner Best For: Ground-in dirt, pet stains Active ingredient/method: Surfactant/Powder The Good: Pulls up pet hair
Attacks ground in and olds Easy to apply Leaves carpet dry The Bad: Works better with a pre-mist product, which is sold separately May take to vacuy up the powder fully absorpening deep cleaning power from Capture is one of the most effective stain The product is easy to use; Just sprinkle on your carpet and brush it,
especially around the touch stains. Wait 30 minutes and empty the powder, stains and smell with it. If you want to intensify your cleaning, you can use it in combination with a pre-fog product that is sold separately. It can leave your carpets clean without the need to add shampoo and water, which means you don't have to
wait for your carpets to dry out. This powder option is safe for all types of carpets, including wool and silk. It is also certified as safe, so it doesn't leave behind anything dangerous for children or animals on the floor, nor will it cause damage to your vacuum cleaner. Those who have pets who throw away a lot will
appreciate this cleanser as it can also help remove the pet hair that has been crushed into the carpet. What critics say customers are generally happy with the product, with 84 percent of customers marking this four-star cleaner or more. Those who were dissatisfied with the product often saw them needing vacuum
cleaners several times to pick up all the powder they had sprinkled on the carpet. However, the majority of customers rave about how good this product is, especially when it comes to picking up pet hair and removing unsightly and smelly urine stains. Features - Considerations This powder will probably not be your go-to
product to remove fresh stains and spills, but rather to remove that dug into the lower levels of the carpet. This can be pet hair that has hung firmly on carpet fibers or old urine stains that have penetrated up to the lowest layers. Back to the Top 5. Lifter-1 Carpet Stain - Spot Remover Best For: Old Spots Ingredient/Active
Method: Surfactant/Foam The Good: Quick Effective Results on a Variety of Good with old unknown pet spots easily eliminated The Bad: Contains strong chemicals Product of fumes, should be used with ventilation This foaming stain cleaner from Lifter-1 is a great choice if you are looking for quick results on hard spots.
The manufacturer claims that the cleaner lifts stains instantly without any need for cleaning. Simply spray the foaming spray on the area, wait a minute, and mop up with a cloth or paper towel for a few minutes until the stain is gone. If you have a harder stain, there is a purifying brush on top of the bottle that can be used
to work the cleaning agent in the carpet. This cleanser also works well on oil and water-based stains, which means it can pull up everything from oil and fat, to pet urine and blood, to coffee and cola. What critics say customers are universally happy with this product, with more than 90 percent rating of the four-star
cleaner or more. The majority of complaints were about the smell of the product or the need to repeat the cleaning process two or three times to get out really hard stains. The majority of users report that the product is both efficient and fast, allowing them to pull up stains in minutes. Features - Considerations This Lifter-
1 cleanser is for spot cleaning hard spots rather than revitalizing your entire carpet, but what it does, it does well. Just spray the foaming cleanser on the stains and leave it for 60 seconds, then you can easily pull up the stain with a cloth or paper towel. It is versatile and works on a wide variety of surfaces, all without
compromising the color of your carpet or upholstery. Back to the Top 6. Chem-Dry Carpet Stain Extinator Best for: Water-based stains/food stains Ingredient/active method: Charred solvent / Good foam: Non-toxic fast, 60 seconds of stain removal No sticky residue left behind the bad: Price problem with
can/pressurization Some smoke produced Chem-Dry Carpet Stain Eliminator is an aggressive stain hunter capable of handling some of the most nasty stains. The pressure application of this foamy and charred cleaning solution provides a robust stain blasting action, eliminating stains in record time. This solution is
mainly for spot removal carpets in mind. However, you can also apply it to most upholstery fabrics and others. As always, you should do a color-safety check before The entire process of removing stains. The sparkling foam sends the cleaning solution deep into the carpet fibers, creating a microscopic cleaning effect and
releasing stubborn particles from their hiding places. Chem-Dry Carpet Statain Extiniter brings a professional-quality cleanser often used by expert stain removers in the residential market, allowing grime-loving fighters to use the tools normally available only to pros. What Critics Say Many users refer to this powerful spot
fire extinguisher as their stain spot Many consumers report quick and thorough cleaning capabilities of almost every stain it encounters. Chem-Dry Carpet Statain Extiniter has a fairly strong fan base and followers, with some reports to use the product formula for over a decade. There are quite a number of consumer
reports regarding the defects in the cleaner's box and nozzle. Many users claim to have repetitive problems with breaking nozzles, pressure defects, and other aspects of container durability. Features and considerations Although the name may associate the product with dry cleaning functions, Chem-Dry Carpet Stain
Extiniter is not intended for items deemed dry cleaning only. With a price per ounce that is one of the highest on the market and with faulty boxes and nozzle problems that sometimes make half a solution box useless, the value of this sparkling cleanser can be a bit difficult to measure. Due to some of the stronger
chemicals used in the formula of this product, users should have proper ventilation and use gloves during the application process. Back to Top Spray The Stain Away There are some variables of equal importance when it comes to zoning on the right cleaning solution for work. When you're targeting a stubborn place, it's
time to make it personal. It may require some recon. Once you know the stain, you can beat the stain. You can do this using the proper procedures and products to wipe it off (well, actually, it's all about the stain, but we'll get to that) of existence. There are a variety of mass products on the market. They offer tons of
different ways to go on erasing stains and smears. Some are powerful and quite chemically based. Others have tapped into natural and non-toxic options to help users breathe a little easier... Literally. Another option allows you to tap into the crazy scientific skills by orchestrating some chemical concoctions that can be
created directly in your own kitchen... err, experimental laboratory. By combining ingredients that are usually already domestic staples, you can customize a ruthless mixture of stain zapping to target the specific spot at hand. What types of stains usually need cleaning? A stain is not just a stain. The stains come in a
literal rainbow of colors and chemical makeup. The method and solution used to clean a whoopsie red wine may be different from the cleanliness used to control digestive deposited by the dog. In the area of carpet removal, there are three main categories of stains. They are very different in their molecular composition.
Water-based stains tend to be food and drink-based. These stains can usually be countered by water-soluble cleansers. Oxidized and charred cleaners tend to help break down these stains and release them from floor fibers. Organic-based stains are where things take a turn for the slightly disgusting. Blood, urine, vomit
and human or animal fluids fall into this category. One of the best ways to control an organic stain is by introducing a fleet of bacteria (they're the good guys) into the equation. These cleansers are often called enzymes or enzyme-based. They actually consume the microscopic proteins that make up the stain. This
creates a chemical reaction in the process that eliminates all evidence. Oil-based stains and splashes can be tedious to treat. Synthetic carpet fibers tend to contain oil. In this scenario, the fat takes hold of its long-lost cousin for dear life once reintroduced. Some water-soluble mixtures can sometimes divide them.
Otherwise, homemade or diy blends, usually made up in part of grease-fighting dish soap, can really break the game. Are non-toxic mixtures important? While standard chemical reactions tend to pack a powerful punch when it comes to removing carpet stains, some of the non-toxic, nature-based products on the market
have proven to be legitimate players in the game, too. Stain-blasting users don't have to sacrifice cleaning power when it comes to most spot elimination situations. Most enzymatic cleansers are mainly non-toxic and leave behind a light, clean fragrance. There are decent chemical solutions on the market that are also
safe to use on floors in areas where pets and children walk (hence the spot situation). Create Your Own Reactions - Homemade And Diy Cleansers Some of the most effective carpet removers can be made from ingredients that are probably already under the kitchen sink. By mixing your own creations (well, recipe-based
specific blends; don't be too creative!), you can customize the cleaning power to match the spot at your fingertips. There are fairly quick and effective methods to reduce splashing and staining. As mentioned previously, when it comes to mixing, don't mess around. Although all household products seem pretty friendly on
their own, there are some caustic blends that can be made. Beer tends to be a go-to friend in trying to eradicate a food-based stain. The carbonation and fermentation of a sparkling beer provide some key reactions that can also be found in marketed cleaning products. Make sure to go through a complete rinse diet after
the removal of the stains is over, unless you like that yeast, the smell of We don't judge. Vinegar is a power player in the home cleaning game. There are a variety of recipes out there on the World Wide Web that are formulated to target a wide range of stained situations. Some strategically combine borax, cornstarch or
even laundry detergent to get to the source of the problem. Some floor product critic who is no stranger to carpet stains is a large fan of two-part hydrogen peroxide/part blue flat soap/two parts water mixture that has never failed to effortlessly erase a they met. Occasionally, a little baking soda can be added for some
situations that require a little abrasion. This concoction has been known to discolor some fabrics, so be sure to do a color-safe test before releasing it. Salt is a powerful stain hunter in many liquid applications. Ketchup stains do not correspond to the super absorption of salt. The key is to catch the splat right away,
remove what can be removed, then sprinkle salt all over the stain. Let the salt do its moisture sucking job and when mostly dry, vacuum all the mess. Red wine sloshes can be among the worst to fight. Faced with this grape challenge, pop the cork on a bottle of this burgundy blend of white wine and stain on the stain.
Sprinkle a little salt, give it another stain or five, and all the wine should be removed. Shaving cream is a strong competitor when it comes to fighting nasty grease and oil stains. The sparkling patch tends to dramatically help reduce or eliminate any of these difficult spots. Back to Top How We Ranked The Best Carpet
Stain Removers Due to the almost endless list of stains and stains that can appear on our precious plush surfaces, there is an equally long list of cleaners and solutions designed to remove them. By diving into this wonderful world of stain eradicators, some variables have risen to the top of the list. Some removal
solutions seem to be able to effectively conquer a wide spectrum of stains, while others are best used on the types of stains for which they are designed to remove. While compiling the list of the best carpet removers, we find ourselves in a rare situation in which there could be several first-place choices that most of these
powerful stain removers could all be useful in different applications. It really wouldn't hurt to have all of them on hand for specific job removal spots. Active Ingredients/Method Can pressurization, nozzle power spraying and carbonation certainly add serious help to physically disrupt stains to their core. Key chemicals,
whether synthetic or planty, can really zone in and customize the attack on certain spots. Surface agents, or active agents on the surface, create tension between the stain molecules, wrapping them in a watery embrace while tearing them apart. It sounds brutal, but when in the trenches of deep dirt and disgusting debris,
the stains really gave us a choice. The enzyme-based approach to the long game. With these cleansers, it can take hours or days to fully achieve the removal of a stain. Bacteria move on stain molecules and consume the stains of the building blocks of their existence. This process puts a couple of natural chemical
reactions in motion that help bacteria in their functions. Patience is sometimes the key, especially with hard spots. But but time, and when applied appropriately, these bacteria buddies will eat the stain and, at the same time, organic-based materials that cause odors. Oxidized cleansers, while not too scientific, essentially
create a chemical reaction with stain molecules that make them colorless. This is why some stains treated with this type of cleanser may be invisible in broad daylight, but reappear when a UV light is on. These cleansers are most effective on water-based stains, although some seem to be able to beat grease or grease-
based stains at times. Types of stains Some spots really require a targeted attack. One of the most difficult carpet spot situations to conquer is piddle kitty. Oh, how we love our criminal felines, full of courage, spices, and unfortunately, sometimes an occasional spray. For centuries, cat urine has had the power to induce
gagging, watery eyes, and even divides between households. Finally, there seems to be a way for cat lovers to remove this caustic cat deposit from the carpet completely. Enzyme-based cleansers live for this very situation and, when the stain is treated properly, it can completely erase any evidence of this horrific
violation. It's hard to rank a product solely on its ability to help with a specific type of stain removal, but if a cleaner has the power to hammer a difficult task of eliminating odors like cat urine, it moves to the top of the list and can be expected to be able to handle other nasty disorders, too. Old stains are another difficult
business, and the ability of a product to really dig and drum up stains that have taken long-term residence in fluffy carpets moves its way into the rankings. Consumer Advisory User feedback is one of the best ways to get a hold on blasting power from the various cleaners on the market. Although there are always
satisfied and dissatisfied consumers, regardless of the product, there are some specific details that have been searched for area on products that appear to be the best overall purchases on the market. The ease of use, the efficiency of the different spots and the long-lasting power of a product were the main variables
identified when scanning product reviews and reports across the ocean. Price is always an important factor when ranking a product. In the carpet remover category, it seems preferable to compare the price of a product per ounce, as these solutions come in various sizes and quantities of bottle. Products seem to be
worth a few extra cents per ounce due to versatile cleaning capabilities and proven quality. A couple of cleaners on the list are designed to be diluted and can offer a personalized approach when it comes to cleaning power. These concentrated cleaners can stretch the product much further, but it is difficult to estimate the
cost per ounce for these cleaners, as an ounce can last much longer than with standard cleaner. Back up Questions asked (FAQ) for the best carpet removers What kind of tools or tactics work best when removing carpet stains? Operating a floor splash can be a tedious task. This is the stain when it comes to appropriate
stain removal tactics. Getting rid of all solids is the first rule of erasing proper stains. Once you've reduced the situation to what can't be picked up by hand, it's time for a soft, cotton fabric, paper towel, or surprisingly effective disposable diaper. Then it's time to get your stain on until the majority of the liquid has come.



Always start with the outer direction of the spot, working towards the epicenter of the ewww. Moisture can spread below the surface, so although you can't see it, chances are the spot radius is a little wider than it looks. After as much moisture as possible has been cleared, it's time to call in the muscle. Apply the cleanser
as instructed, and if desired, rub lightly with a stiff bristle brush. It is important to note that cleaning can actually aggravate stains, so be sure to reserve this technique for serious situations. What is the difference between carpet stain removal solutions? Most products in the carpet stain removal industry involve one of the
few methods of stain control. Enzymatic, oxidized and surfactant solutions tend to be the most common. Each has its strengths, although some are able to reach beyond their fort to clean a variety of stains and surfaces. As previously stated, enzymatic cleansers will be best at fighting body fluids and organic matter.
Oxidized cleansers and surfactant solutions will do well with food and other water-based stains, and they can sometimes be effective on oils and grease-based stains. Foam is a fine delivery system when it comes to spreading stain removal magic. Moisture is always an enemy of the super absorbent nature of a carpet.
Even if moisture is derived from a cleanser, less is always the better. A sparkling spot hunter cloud is an effective way to apply a serious spot-busting solution while keeping moisture levels manageable. Powder-based cleansers are a unique and useful way to combat new and old stains. These powdery granules slightly
dampen stains, as well as any moisture and odor associated with them. Before use, it is important to clear as much liquid from the stain as possible to avoid a mess and powdery. What is important to consider when faced with a carpet stain? As mentioned above, avoid introducing more liquid to the stain than necessary.
This will undoubtedly help to spread stain molecules from afar and will make it difficult to fully catch any leftovers. Time is gasoline with removal of stains. The less time it spends, the easier it will be to completely eliminate the space. It is important to know your stain before treating it, such as some cleaning methods
Solutions can actually set a stain, making it much harder to remove. And, as rewarding and productive as it sounds, rubbing a stain is one of the fastest ways to really grind it into the fibers of the soil. Nix the purifier unless almost all moisture has been removed, and stick to blotting. Are some cleanser mixtures better for
certain types of stains? Yes. Most pet stains, especially cat urine, require an enzyme-based cleanser to completely remove any odorous leftovers from the stain. Uric acid, the source of the pungent smell associated with dusting kittens, can actually be permanently regulated when traditional cleaning solutions are applied.
Oil and fat stains are also a bit difficult to fight and can mark the permanent claim if not properly treated. The fight against grease, diy dish soap cleaning solutions can do wonders on these filthy stains, and other cleaners have also been known to make quite a tooth by removing these drops. Back to Top The Verdict
Keeping your carpets looking and the good smell is not rocket science, but it's a science. The best way to get a stain up depends on the type of stain. Looking at a water-based oil or stain? Chemicals or organic agents? Knowing what you're dealing with is the first challenge, so it's just a matter of identifying the best
cleaning agent possible. Once you know what you're dealing with, there are thousands of different cleaning products on the market, they can do the job, but how much can actually deliver is another matter. Check out our list of the six best carpet stain cleaners on the market and you're sure to find one that's right for your
spot. Have you ever had to get hard carpet stains? Share your experience with the community in the comments sections. About Lindsay LenserLindsay is an independent writer with an affinity for chimney sales. She enjoys free time with family, friends, plants, pets and frequent home renovation. Renovation.
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